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HOW JENA MALONE SAVED! ME: AN INTROSPECTIVE STUDY ON A CONSUMER’S FAN RELATIONSHIP WITH A MOVIE ACTRESS

ABSTRACT
Until recently, little academic research has been conducted to develop an understanding on how the relationship between stars, fans and fan-related experiences expresses itself in everyday consumer behaviour (Jenkins 1992; Kozinets 2001; Thorne and Bruner 2006). This scant attention is surprising, as movie actors, directors, musicians, athletes and even artists have become an essential part of our everyday culture (Gabler 1998; McDonald 2003). In fact, since the dawn of the Hollywood star system in the 1920s (Dyer 1998; McDonald 2000) consumers have always had a keen interest in the works and lives of celebrities. Some consumers, however, experience a significantly more intensive level of interest and admiration for a particular celebrity and subsequently become what are commonly known as fans (O’Guinn 1991; Thorne and Bruner 2006) or celebrity worshippers (McCutcheon, Lange and Houran 2002). Yet, strangely enough, the literature on fan-behaviour that does exist still lacks a coherent understanding of what actually constitutes fandom and of what makes an individual a fan. 

Indeed, the interpretation of what a fan is seems often to be dependent on the underlying agenda of the researcher investigating the phenomenon. What is clear, however, is that apart from sports, where fans are usually understood as (regular) spectators (Murrel and Dietz 1992; Richardson 2003), and business, where fans are merely seen as an extremely brand loyal, often homogeneous target audience for marketing purposes (Hunt, Bristol and Bashaw 1999; Thomson 2006), fans have found themselves consistently on the receiving end of ridicule, negative stereotyping and “bad press” in both popular media and academic literature (Grossberg 1992; Kozinets 2001; Lewis 1992; McCutcheon, Ashe, Houran and Maltby 2003). As desired, fans are hereby portrayed either as mindless numbs who are manipulated by popular mass culture (Sandvoss 2005) or as subversive, but creative rebels against the establishment (Jankovich 2002; Jenkins 1992). For Jindra (1994) and O’Guinn (1991) fans are members of neo-religious cults, while Grossberg (1992), Horton and Wohl (1956), Jenkins (1992) and Kozinets (2001) described them as geeks, weirdos and other alienated, lonely social misfits. Furthermore, fans are portrayed as obsessive, cognitively inflexible, dull and uncreative individuals (McCutcheon et al. 2002, 2003) or, even worse, as delusional stalkers (McCutcheon, Scott, Arugate and Parker 2006). The choice is all yours!

But maybe there is much more to an individual’s real-lived fan experience and emotional attachment to a particular celebrity as well as any subsequent consumer behaviour than previous studies based on theoretical discourse analysis (Grossberg 1992; Jankovich 2002; Sandvoss 2005), scientific inquiry (McCutcheon et al. 2002, 2003; Thomson 2006) or ethnography (Jenkins 1992; Jindra 1994; Kozinets 2001) have uncovered so far. Therefore, the current study is aimed at gaining some new holistic insights into a consumer’s everyday lived fan experiences from an existential-phenomenological perspective (Thompson 1998). By using subjective personal introspection (Holbrook 1995), I describe and examine my own private lived consumption experiences as a fan of Jena Malone. In doing so, this study is also looking for any evidence that either supports, questions or even contradicts assumptions about fandom and fan behaviour held by previous studies. The introspective data was gathered as contemporaneous data over a continuous period of 15 months (Wohlfeil and Whelan 2007) and recorded as hand-written data in a specifically assigned diary (Patterson 2005). The emphasis is hereby placed less on my factual behaviour but much more on my emotional experiences such as personal feelings, thoughts, fantasies and daydreams as THE essential elements of my real-lived fan experiences. The findings that emerged from the introspective data hereby suggest that parasocial interaction (Horton and Wohl 1956) with the celebrity plays a major role in a consumer’s personally lived fan experience.
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